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Holly Bynoe
 
Interview by Allison Harbin

AH: Let’s begin with your background.  How 
did you become engaged with art? What do 
you consider to be your formative moments 
in deciding to become an artist? How did 
your process evolve into what it is today?

HB: I did not study art as an undergraduate, 
but instead started working with 
photography in 2002 with some instruction 
from a beginner’s course.  It was mostly 
fooling around with the camera. Around this 
time I became very involved in collaborating 
with several online peers at deviantArt (dA). 
When I joined, it was just starting; it was a 
grassroots effort with a community focus.  It 
was a really wonderful opportunity for me to 
start having my work critiqued by an online 
international community, and this was how I 
started building a portfolio and learning how 
to critique and motivate others to do work 
and converse about projects. 

I decided to go to graduate school when 
the state of my country was not secure, 
and I had to get out to be productive.  The 
International Center of Photography in New 
York seemed like a good opportunity for 
me to have a new experience and produce 

work formally.  While in graduate school, 
I brought a more intuitive process to art 
making because I did not have an academic 
image-based background. I became very 
concerned with the contemporary essence 
of photography and how images and their 
physical presence are evolving and becom-
ing ubiquitous. 

In my second year of graduate school, I 
began reading a lot of Caribbean literatures, 
such as Derek Walcot, V. S. Naipaul, and 
Dionne Brand, and I began questioning my 
sense of place and space. Most of the time, 
graduate school felt like therapy with 13 
other people; it’s that sort of space, so psy-
chological.  You don’t see how it is until you 
almost finish it and you are able to reflect 
on the very particular way the entire struc-
ture overlapped and cross-pollinated all the 
various fields. The program really made me 
see my vulnerable parts and this allowed me 
to get a visual sense of what those were.

AH: That’s very interesting that your intro-
duction in photography began with collabo-
rative projects, which is something that is 
usually only found in film programs where 

so many hands are needed to help make a 
film--collaboration is a wonderful inevitabil-
ity of it. Still photography is a little different; 
it is in many ways, a very solitary practice. 
Speaking of collaboration and film, your film 
works are beautiful, how did you approach 
making them?

HB: Well, I’ve stopped making film cur-
rently because I’ve moved back home and 
launched a magazine, ARC, a platform for 
Caribbean culture, which takes up much of 
my time. Video has a special place in my 
heart for how it constructs timelines and 
tells a narrative that I can understand really 
easily, not because it’s linear, but because 
of the way I can compile different scenes 
to abstract and complicate the field of 
reading. My video works seem to have this 
overwhelming sense of loss and desire and 
within that also an added complexity of am-
bivalence, in a way that photography does 
not have. Photography is not as immediate 
for me and is less spontaneous. 

Videos themselves, as well as their subjects, 
were a way for me to explore spaces that 
are unfamiliar to me, such as Portrait of a 
Landscape, 2009. In this piece found here: 
www.youtube.com/watch?v=2-Vj1bHYVFg, I 
am exploring my bed as a foreign space. I 
lifted audio from Marlon Brando’s film, Burn, 
a political allegory set on a fictitious Por-
tuguese colonized island in the Antilles.  It 
was transformed into an elegy to the islands 
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and what remains tangled within them: 
sorrow-filled seagulls, wind, and water beat-
ing against sand, shores and docks. In many 
ways, my film was dealing with psychologi-
cal traces and how they function to render 
oneself part of a large whole.  The drama in 
Burn relates to telling someone that you’re 
free, but you’re not. I was trying to abstract 
this very familiar thing to me, this thing I 
sleep on every night. 

AH: I have a love of photographs with white 
on white that are all about shadow and 
texture, perhaps that’s why I responded so 
strongly to that piece; the light in it is very 
striking.  Have you seen the latest works 
of Laura Letinsky that were up at Yancey 
Richardson Gallery last fall? She has a piece 
printed very large on rag weave matte paper 
of a crumpled Styrofoam cup on a white 
table with a white background.  What did 
you think of the matte paper it was printed 
on? I think it was fairly scandalous at the 
time.  People wanted to see it on traditional 
photographic paper. 

HB: I did see the show actually, and I’ve 
never been a fan of the plasticity of 
traditional photographic glossy/luster/ paper, 
so I like her removal of a very formal scene 
shot on a large format camera but then 
printed on a nontraditional paper. I think it 
reinforces the medium with something more 
intimate, tactile and tangible. 

AH: I noticed that your works are also 
printed on matte paper.  What kind do you 
use?

HB: I use Duratone aged newsprint.  Even 
though it’s not archival, there’s something 
both about its physical texture and pres-
ence; the reality that it will inevitably fade 
away infuses the photographs printed on 
it with something reminiscent of the image 
and its connection to memento mori – of all 
things having a shelf life.  I am not inter-
ested in forever.

AH: I think newsprint in photography is 
really interesting because it acknowledges 
the impermanence of the image, and how 
unstable it is to the forces of time.

HB: Yes, one of the ways I think about pho-
tography is that it is here and textual, but if 
you look at it for a very long time, you see 
the fading passages, and you see the drops 
from heavy to dull to not muted to finally 
not there at all. I’m very interested in this 
disappearance and in putting things on a 
surface that will render it obsolete. Art now, 
will it be art forever?

AH: I’m very interested in your use of text 
and narrative, both as a visual tool in 
your series “Compounds,” but also in your 
titles and the prose that exists next to the 
visual work. Can you comment on how you 

conceive of the relationship between image 
and text in your work?

HB: I think my photographic practice starts 
with writing.  I read.  I collect things.  When 
I sit down and start constructing a piece 
the piece is never a blank canvas. For me, it 
becomes a place where I’m able to express 
things very viscerally, where I’m able to em-
body a voice that is not mine. This is crucial 

to my practice, to have the artist’s voice 
but a voice that is not my own, one that is 
conflicting. When I use this unreliable voice 
next to my own in my work, I can explore 
the falsity of narrative and of photography. 

I also don’t come from a background that is 
embedded in truth, I don’t think any of us do 
really.  I suspect that a lot of things that I’ve 
been told growing up about my family and 

Holly Bynoe
On Deck, 2009.  
Digital collage, 30 x 40 in.
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its identity are not truth because of the ex-
tension and make up of my family structure.  
When a story is passed down and told to 
family members, it is full of fictive elements 
that are pieced together--bits from here 
and there, parts that shouldn’t even belong. 
There’s something about the passing down 
of stories that presents a very large ele-
ment of the fictitious. I’m interested in how a 
society tries to present itself within this oral 
tradition without quite realizing the effect 
that this untruth has on their lives. 

A lot of the things we feel about ourselves 
are based on myths that have been con-
structed.  These myths function to keep 
families together, whether they be religion, 
folklore, or a general view of history and 
lineage. This oral tradition passes on and 
dilutes visceral traumatic events; in the end 
they are confided into a space of distor-
tion. I am interested in living in the now with 
this distortion and how as a society we are 
dealing with repressed ideals, truths, etc. I 
wanted to take that distortion and recon-
figure it and put it in a visual form I could 
understand.

Take, for example, my poem “The Grinners” 
(2009):

Them change we uniforms it 
Was flesh versus the boiling 
Hot sun. Blows blows licks 
Like tunder till the white I 
Wearing tun red. We end up 
Malnutritious we brains 
Bulging form the emptiness 
But you and I stand like
Mighty grinners

Grinning
Grinding 
Grinning
Grinding
In we hot sun

Oblivious

“The Grinners” came when I looked at a pho-
tograph of my mother and her brother when 
they were 5 and 9 years old. They were 
standing in the hot sun, in Port Elizabeth, 
Bequia in the1950’s when the port  was just 
sand instead of the one way asphalt street 
is it now. The sun is the thing we are most 
accustomed to in the Caribbean; it is part 
of the environment, but it feels like a part 
of who we are--in some ways it becomes a 
very tangible element that promotes a sense 
of life and decay. The skin and wrinkles 
that we all wear are representative of this 
weathering, my weathering. I’m also engag-

ing with poetics and the fact that we go 
throughout our days very unaware, just 
doing and going through the motions. In my 
work, I want to express this feeling of not 
being able to do anything about the wrongs 
of society.

I think colloquial language of Bequia ex-
presses a sense of hybridity and true 
revolution: how the French and British 
fought for these islands, and entrenched in 
this was the arrival of Africans and the fact 
that before them, the Amerindians, Taino and 
Arawak called these southern chains their 
home. At the root of us there are so many 
utterances buried in our soil. I fought hard 
to hold on to my voice, however sentimental 
it can be at times, to see how I could recon-
figure speech and poetry and narration, to 
reflect this in my writing and work.

Through poetics, the language can easily 
become sentimental, which is why I try to 
juxtapose imagery that is textual and com-
plex. You have to stay a while with the im-
ages and read them in order to understand 
all of their elements. In part, my images 
are straightforward, but they are also very 
layered with history and data. I want you 
to question that history and its multitude of 
stories and what it means to the viewer who 
confronts such an obfuscated image, an im-
age that has a sense of its own power.

AH: I’m fascinated by how flat your images 
are. Physically, they are digital collages, and 
their surface is so smooth, yet the content 
is very rugged and systematically destroyed 
or weathered. It’s a very interesting tension 
between obsolescence, nostalgia, modernity, 
and the digital reality of photography cur-
rently. How did you decide to compress them 
digitally in this way?

HB: Making photographs digitally comes 
naturally to me. I do not have resources or 
infrastructure here to have a traditional 
darkroom, nor do I want to.  It used to excite 
me when I learned how to develop images, 
but now my practice is completely camera-
less, minus my video camera. I collect a lot 
of objects and place them on a scanner and 
flatten them and start constructing digi-
tal canvases that make these things seem 
dimensional from afar, and I like that sort of 
intensification of flatness and reduction of 
dimensionality that happens when you get 
closer to the image. When I was in graduate 
school, I got a lot of criticism--people want-
ed to see me physically cut things out, but 
that’s not what I’m after. I’m trying to make 
something that is complex and not easily 
rendered. Nothing about traditional collag-
ing excites me; I don’t have the patience or 
hand for it. Photoshop has become a tool of 
moving forward, in particular because I am 
interested in erasing most of the content 
that I am laying down. It is residual, much of 
what you see is the bare essentials needed 
to understand the piece.
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AH: What do you do in Photoshop, exactly, if 
you don’t mind sharing?

HB: It has become fairly systematic in which 
I go in and remove a certain percentage of 
pixels, render things flat, or misplace areas 
of the image onto other areas. It’s really 
about displacing the pixels, removing them 
from their original home and placing them 
somewhere new, where they don’t quite 
belong.
I also use a lot of layering, I might start with 
one image, and I go in and select parts and 
I’m intentionally not careful when I do this. 
Sometimes it’s just about scaling numbers, 
then I go about transplanting the parts and 
various planes. I think this is essential to 
how I build the foundation of a canvas. I lay 
out one photograph and numerous others, 
and I try to figure out composition and form. 
Nothing is random, but in a way every-
thing is random. I don’t have an outcome, 
so I work very much in the moment with 
what the canvas is presenting.  I do a lot of 
thinking because I need to stretch and move 
certain things on another plane. Photoshop 
has now become this all-inclusive program 
that allows you to bend an image, and I’m 
really interested in what that bend does for 
the work. When I look at the canvas I do not 
see a flat plane, even though it is. I see it as 
a surface I can deposit a lot of things onto, 
and that surface is rarely flat as you can 
create dimensionality within a plane now 
even if it only an optical dimensionality.

AH: That’s fascinating that your physical 
process in Photoshop reflects your desire 
to construct a commentary on misplaced 
narratives, identities, and the flux of Carib-
bean being. It’s wonderful how a calculated 
software program can be used to create 
something that reflects its meaning in the 
very process of how it is made. 

It’s also really interesting to think about the 
mathematical calculations that go into scal-
ing and pixels in Photoshop, and your use of 
coordinates in your work, in particular you 
MFA thesis show title “40ºN 74ºW / 19ºN 61ºW.” 
In a way, images are reduced to mathemati-
cal calculations, but in this process, they 
evoke so much more than that simplistic 
reality.

HB: I think my work is shifting because I’m 
thinking of the relationships that are around 
me. I see how they are manifested daily and 
how they are ideologically placed, and how 
they are situated in a free zone of inter-
pretation. In particular, I am now observing 
how Creole communities are very segregated 
and the gene pool is very small.  I think that 
segregation extends to metropolitan spaces 
as well, and I think there is a lot of mixing 
that is happening now, but when you go 
to the islands and see how people isolate 
themselves and how they interact with their 
families, most of these interactions are a 
little too close for comfort. Growing up in 
such an insular community that exists in 

Holly Bynoe, Oh Captain, My Captain, 2010. Digital collage, 20 x 30 in.
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the islands,I  have always been privy to 
that sort of reality. I want to start studying 
inbred societies. As I proceed along in my 
practice, a lot of the imagery that is ap-
pealing to me has the same type of quality 
and presence to it. Most of the faces in my 
compound series...if you are able to untangle 
them, you see that a lot of faces that are 
very similar. Most of the images I am work-
ing with are my family photographs, and as 
I began working with them I was struck by 
how similar some of my ancestors looked to 
me, in a startling kind of way.

I seem to be surrounding myself with this 
idea; through my online culling I am looking 
through different Caribbean creole socie-
ties, and I find that I am now entering into 
the American South and Europe as well.  I 
am interested in where this exploration will 
take me. Right now, I am just looking to see 
how the works will develop and whether 
there is credibility and truth in my wanting 
to navigate this terrain while finding a way 
to link to my ideas together visually. I’m very 
interested in opening up the narrative and 
not being so concerned about a traditional 
Caribbean space.

AH: Can you speak more about your relation-
ship to your family images? It’s very interest-
ing that you are working with such a per-
sonal archive. 

HB: I’m using family photographs and 
extended family photographs, so all of the 
images are intentional and personal. I’m also 
using three-dimensional objects in the com-
pounds--a lot of scans, a lot of the texture 
that you can pick up on are sand, stone, 
grit, hair, etc., so I’m trying to figure out how 
to place these objects within the composi-
tion and have them dictate a foundation. 

AH: How do you conceive of the virtual as 
a space in your work; that is, how do you 
negotiate your online presence of sharing, 
community, and interaction, with the real 
physical space of the Caribbean?

HB: I have always been interested in im-
ages and in sharing images through work 
that I have done, but more readily in work 
by peers and artists whom I admire. It is 
such a common and regular notion for me 
to navigate online spaces that I can barely 
think of it critically other than the fact that 
the interaction has changed my life forever. 
I was able to do my MFA degree because of 
my creative and adopted New Jersey family, 
whom I met online in 2006. I have maintained 
most of my relationships, creative and other-
wise, for the past years because I was never 
really in one place for too long. Being a bit 
of a nomad, it is the way we have to put up 
house. Most of my attention before 2009 was 
in a different circle altogether; the last year 
of my degree cemented the fact that I could 
no longer ignore my calling to be a part 

of something grounded in a geographical 
context, which is  one reason why I moved 
back home.

So right now I’m focused on local and re-
gional support rather than international. I’m 
depending on the internet, especially with 
what I’m doing now with ARC and all of the 
other opportunities that I am trying to pull 
together for my career and for the publica-
tion.  Nadia Huggins, the creative director 
for ARC, and I have been in a collaborative 
online relationship for 9 years and we have 
always been talking about what we can do 
to infuse the space of the SIDS [Small Island 
Developing States] with a greater idea of 
visual art and its culture. We wanted to 
bring support in waves to informal networks 
throughout the Caribbean, and we wanted 
to make people aware that the Caribbean 
is not a barren space, that there is a lot of 
activity happening and that there is a lot of 
cross-pollination.  If nothing, we have one of 
the more dynamic spaces of production in 
the world. I’m hoping right now to show this 
and to provide a platform for artists to do 
this within the Caribbean. 

What I’m doing now is trying to navigate all 
of the different islands and figuring out the 
temper and personality of each. On a regular 
day I have numerous conversations via email 
and Skype to try to build relationships.  We 
can’t afford to be physically in these spaces 
every week or every month or even once a 

Holly Bynoe, On Shore, 2010. Digital collage, 40 x 60 in.
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year. When we return to our own islands, 
we have to figure out how to maintain the 
relationships and dialogues, and the internet 
allows this. 
I also have to figure out a new way to disci-
pline myself because it is so easy to be-
come complacent in your practice. My own 
local network so small as to be practically 
non-existent. I can barely have conversa-
tions about photography--the only people I 
can have conversations with are the hand-
ful of contemporary artists who are work-
ing through similar questions of relevance, 
and they all have very different ideas about 
the contemporary landscape of Caribbean 
photography. 

I’m not sure if I want to be a practicing art-
ist, a curator, an editor, or a writer, (or all 
these things).  I don’t want to choose.  I just 
have to figure out how to manage all these 
fields and interest that exist without proper 
infrastructure, so I am building a platform to 
decide how to navigate my space. 

AH: There might be something very valuable 
in feeling disconnected to the New York 
art scene, and to its photography scene in 
particular. It’s such an incestuous world, and 
there comes a point where the contemporary 
photography out there right now is starting 
to all look the same, very glossy, full color, 
very formal and stiff. It’s refreshing to find 
an artist with a completely different ap-
proach on how to move forward with pho-

tography in the digital post-film age.

HB: Yes, the New York art scene is very 
hegemonic, and unless you are playing a 
certain game or unless you are in a particu-
lar network, it is very hard to make sense of 
your work or place there.  It is very easy to 
get lost and disenchanted if you aren’t dis-
ciplined and a warrior.  Another obstacle is 
the stereotyping of being a Caribbean artist 
and a female artist.

AH: Yes, the nepotism of the art world is 
scary.

HB: It’s part of why I moved back home.  ARC 
can’t serve the kind of purpose we want it 
to if it is based in New York, the diaspora is 
crucial but I feel in order to have a competi-
tive start, we prefer for it to exist in a space 
that doesn’t have any infrastructure and see 
what it can do. We’re going through an eco-
nomic recession here, and the small island 
states which I’m from have no structural, 
informal or formal support systems set up 
for the visual arts.  I thought it would be a 
good idea to provide a network for artists in 
St. Vincent and St. Lucia, and in some way, it 
has extended itself to the entire region. 

We’re offering a space that is democratic, 
which is not to say that we don’t have 
criteria.  I think a lot of younger artists don’t 
know how to place themselves; they are 
just learning how to create online portfolios 

and figure out what sort of work they are 
interested in.  We want to offer them virtual 
support, but we in turn are working from a 
position of no support from formal institu-
tions, the private sector, etc.  So we’re trying 
to engage informal and formal networks and 
build partnerships with institutions that will 
allow us to exhibit work and potentially 
create cultural programming in the long run.  
That would be an ideal place for ARC to be 
in. Formal networks are harder to navigate 
because they are in institutions and very 
bureaucratic. 

AH: When you were in graduate school in 
New York, were you at odds, in a sense, with 
your peers in terms of your desire for art as 
activism, to go back and create an artistic 
community on your island?

HB:  I have always wanted something more 
from life.  A lot of people think I’m a little 
too idealistic, and I probably am, but I’m 
also very cynical. I expressed the need to 
want to start something in that Caribbean 
many times in graduate school, and every-
one looked at me like I was a little off, or 
expecting too much.  They asked, “Why leave 
New York where you can make money? Why 
start something that would take you away 
from your practice?” But I really think this 
was my mission, what I had to do; it was the 
whole reason, in retrospect, why I ended up 
at ICP to obtain a degree--so that I could 
develop my voice and trust in it and really 

Holly Bynoe, Imperial, 2010.  Digital collage, 40 x 60 in.
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engage with it, and at the end of the day, staying in New 
York was not very practical.  Unless an institution adopts 
you, what is your place? Can you be a practicing artist 
there and make art solely without living paycheck to 
paycheck? I don’t think so, and if you are doing it, then 
you are one of the lucky few.

It’s very hard to find the time to maintain a practice, but 
I know this is something I must do. I’d like to show you 
what I’ve been working on, Yellow Skin Red Piss (2010).

Here, I scanned a photo of my grandfather and inverted 
it – though it is not a simple inversion – it is interact-
ing with various pieces, and there is also blending and 
coloring that is applied with a very slight hand.  I’m 
thinking of presenting it on a light box. I think there is 
something about the darkness of it that surrounds his 
figure that speaks to the states of being and identity I’m 
thinking of right now, and I suspect I’ll be using this im-
age over and over in different contexts and ways. It is a 
little obsessive, but I have a couple images that I always 
return to- to give me that start.

AH: What is the text that is covering him? It has such 
a structural element to it, in that the text seems to be 
his very skeleton, and it makes sense that we would be 
able to see that since the image is very negative-like, 
especially in the glow of a light box, or even in the glow 
of my back-lit computer screen as I’m looking at it right 
now.  It has the feel of an X-Ray. 

HB: I’m looking into exploring text again, and how it can 
be much more visible. I think it does something to the 
image.  The image is not enough – that belief has always 
been a limitation of photography for me – although some 

photographers do swell without words.  Text complicates the 
image a lot for me, and it is one of my motives and manners in 
the same way that using very strange colors and manipulating 
color balance in Photoshop does – speaking of which, I am heav-
ily attracted to artificiality in color and how Photoshop lets you 
produce colors that don’t exist in reality. 

AH: As a sort of disorienting tactic? I think there is something 
specifically about the use of text next to photography that in-
validates the accuracy of each, but that, with the combination of 
photo and text, the meaning is really pushed onto the viewer to 
negotiate, in a really interesting way.

HB: Yes, I think that’s why I stopped taking photographs, because 
the representational image directly from the camera suddenly 
stopped making me think. I couldn’t do anything with it; the im-
ages I constructed meant nothing, yet the pile of images that I 
have collected in my archive had so much meaning. The family 
photographs that I’m working with now are so full of history and 
meaning, even in their physicality of being aged by the sun. I 
also feel like those images I’m manipulating need more, or point 
to more, so I think it’s only necessary and obvious that a poetic 
collision would occur in my work. 

Holly Bynoe, Brian, 2010. Digital collage, 25 x 35 in.


